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⇒ Freelance Boot Camp
I’ve designed this workshop to support people who are interested in freelancing and
self-employment. It’s perfect for those who are ready to get started, or those who are just
considering their options for the future.
The Boot Camp isn’t a business lecture. All the speakers are current freelancers who are keen to
share real life experiences. Throughout the day, participants get a chance to meet each other,
collaborate and ask plenty of questions. The Boot Camp includes:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Freelance 101 - We’ll talk about what we mean by ‘freelancing’, what the benefits of
self-employment can be and what pitfalls you need to be aware of.
Is there a market? - We’ll look at some questions to help determine if there’s a market
for a service, and we’ll introduce the Business Model Canvas as a tool to capture ideas.
Are you ready? - We’ll look at 20 of the skills that successful freelancers tend to share
and encourage participants to identify areas for development over the next 12 months.
Our journeys - We’ll tell our own stories and describe how we got established in our
industries and how we market our services.
Getting started - We’ll go through some practical steps for actually getting started and
invite participants to think about where they’d like to be in a year’s time.
Ask us anything - We’ll close by answering all of the participants remaining questions,
which often range from how we structure our time, stay motivated and find new work.

The Boot Camp can be run in two formats:
Two speakers (Recommended: 4-5 hours including Q&A)
Two speakers with additional guest session* (Recommended: 5-6 hours including Q&A)

⇒ Managing your Money
When I ask new business owners what they are feeling least confident about, they very often say
their finances, so I’ve designed this workshop specifically to cover some of the basics, including:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Survival budgets (what you need to live on)
Setting your prices
Registering as self-employed and when to submit a tax return
How to write an invoice and log your income
Recording your expenses (and apps that can make life easier)
Preparing a cash flow forecast to identify peaks and troughs in your income

This can be run as a follow-up to the Freelance Boot Camp (I recommend 1-2 months later) or as a
stand-alone workshop.
We’re clear with participants that we are not accountants, we are fellow small business owners
sharing best practice. We introduce them to the gov.uk website as a source of additional
information, and highlight when they should consider approaching a bookkeeper or accountant.
Two speakers (Recommended: 2-3 hours including Q&A)
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⇒ Intro to Self-employment and Starting a Business
In this session, I introduce some basic ideas and examples to help people approach starting their
own businesses, including:
●
●
●
●

Solving a problem/meeting a need
The ‘effectual’ approach to starting a business vs the managerial approach
Just start! Test and refine, test and refine
Pitching your ideas

One speaker (2 hours including Q&A)

⇒ An Introduction to the Business Model Canvas
In this session, I introduce the Business Model Canvas as a simple tool for mapping out a new idea
or for creatively approaching an existing one. We complete some well known examples together
and then the participants create a first draft for their existing business ideas.
One speaker (2 hours including Q&A)

⇒ My Startup Journey: Top 10 Lessons
In this session, which can be run as a workshop or adapted as a talk for a larger audience, I share
my top 10 lessons from my time in self-employment, including:
●
●
●
●

Managing your own performance and celebrating successes
Being smart with your time
The importance of good coaches, mentors and advisers
Experimenting with your own future

One speaker (1-2 hours including Q&A)

⇒ Follow-up mentoring
I am regularly asked to mentor participants who have attended my workshops. I am happy to
consider one-off sessions for people who are simply exploring their options for the future, or a
series of meetings for those who are actively getting started.

⇒ ‘Freelancer-in-residence’
This package combines Freelance Boot Camps, Money workshops and monthly on-site mentoring.
It can be tailored to your needs and marketed as part of your enterprise offer.
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Want something different?
*Sessions and timings can be adapted, and I can identify additional guest speakers if there are
particular topics that participants would like to cover – anything from building confidence to social
media for small businesses. Wherever possible, the speakers will be fellow freelancers.

A note on administration
You’re all busy people, so it’s my aim to reduce the administrative burden on you as much as
possible: You organise the venue, marketing and any catering, and we’ll do everything on the day.
We’ll just need parking, where possible, and visitor access to any AV equipment, where necessary.
If you’re not able to attend, we’re happy to distribute sign in sheets/feedback forms and talk to the
participants about other sources of support available to them.

Find out more about my enterprise education experience at:
https://gregjsandford.com/enterprise-education/
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